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General Comments: - They highlight the need of impact assessments to better deal
with future episodes. It is very important to have studies like this one that try to de-
termine the real amount of drought economic losses. - They made a very interesting
analysis of the value chain, of how all the costs and incomes interact and how a nat-
ural disaster impact can be spread until the final economic result. - It is interesting
how they consider the isolation of the effect by applying profit loss rate and considering
price rises when yield decreases. - It seems relevant to analyze the sugar company
and the sugarcane growers because of their important in the area - It is also interest-
ing that they reach the solution of sharing risk with option contracts - There are some
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simplifications in the methodology that should be changed Specific Comments: - Be
careful when comparing with and without scenarios and assuming that all the negative
impact is due to the existence of the natural disaster. Economy is a complex aggre-
gate, and many factors may influence on the negative result. o Consider ranges or
confident intervals where some other factors may be included (such as price variation
within a normal range) o Make clear you are not assuming all the negative impact is
due to drought o The consideration of an internal time trend is a good approach, but
not sufficient. o . - The determination of drought and non drought scenarios may in-
clude more data from the time series. Is there any other period with water shortages?
Was this period affected by drought? There were no previous water shortages affect-
ing sugarcane prices?. The consideration of just one drought period is a very severe
assumption. It would be better if they test whether if the time series has any relation
with sugarcane prices and water availability. - In relation to the previous comment, the
consideration of time series of water availability would make the study more precise.
The link between yield loss and price loss is quite fuzzy. It is correct to assume a linear
relation between yield loss and price change, but to calculate the coefficient you need
more information about previous drought events. - It would be useful if the water avail-
ability were mentioned. How severe was the drought? Data about the natural disaster
is missed. - The evolution of prices and the time trend was at least considered by Gil
et al. (2013) so please make it clear when mentioned such publications in the intro-
duction. - How are the costs determined? and what do they include? - They reach to
the conclusion that option contracts are a good instrument to share drought risk. Many
other authors have mention that, so it would be helpful if they include some financial
risk analysis and more bibliography on option contracts for raw materials and drought.
- At the beginning of 3.4, it refers to the period from April 2009 till September 2010. It is
not clear if they are talking about all the period or just the drought period. What are the
rest of the condition that remain similar? - The CPI used to fix the time series appears
to be confusing. April 2009 or April 2006? Correct the differences
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